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SOME ABELIAN RESULTS FOR THE DISTRIBUTIONAL
STOCKWELL TRANSFORM

JASMINA VETA BURALIEVA

Abstract. We give several Abelian results characterizing the quasiasymptotic beha-
vior of distributions at origin (resp. at infinity) in S 1

0pRq, in terms of their Stockwell
transform, using known quasiasymptotic behavior for the polynomial multiplication
and m-th derivative of a distribution f P S 1

0pRq.

1. Introduction

Generalized asymptotic analysis is an interesting research subject that took the at-
tention of different authors. It refers to the asymptotic analysis of generalized functions,
i.e. distributions. In the present paper, we consider the quasiasymptotics of distribu-
tions. The motivation for its introduction came from the theoretical questions in the
quantum field theory. Russian mathematicians Vladimirov, Drozinov and Zavialov in-
troduced and analyzed the quasiasymptotics of distributions [19], and apply it in order
to analyze the asymptotic behavior of some generalized integral transform, such as the
Laplace transform of tempered distributions. The great contribution in this field is also
of Pilipović and his coworkers (see, e.g. [8, 10, 11]). In [1, 9, 12, 14, 15, 20] and ref-
erences therein, one can find the generalized asymptotic analysis of distributions with
respect to the asymptotic analysis of the Fourier transform, short-time Fourier trans-
form, directional short-time Fourier transform, wavelet transform, Stockwell transform
and other transforms.

One can consider the asymptotic behavior of some integral transform through the
quasiasymptotic behavior of distribution, if the corresponding integral transform is
defined on distribution space. So, generalized integral transforms are also an interesting
research subject that has been elaborated in the last 54 years. The book of Zemanin
[21] from 1968 was the first systematic monograph in which different integral transforms
of generalized functions are collected. Twenty one years later, Brychov and Prudnikov
[2] gave the most important integral transforms of generalized functions.

The Stockwell transform is defined and analyzed by Stockwell [17].The authors of [15]
generalized the Stockwell transform to the distribution spaces and done some asymp-
totic analysis. They give several Tauberian type results relating the quasiasymptotic
behavior of Lizorkin distributions to the asymptotic analysis of the generalized Stock-
well transform. In the present paper we provide several Abelian type results for the

Date: 18 May 2023.
Keywords. Stockwell transform, distributions, quasiasymptotic behavior, Abelian results.
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8 J. VETA BURALIEVA

distributional Stockwell transform, using known quasiasymptotic results for the poly-
nomial multiplication andm-th derivative of a distribution f P S 1

0pRq. An Abelian type
result is a result in which the asymptotic behavior of the integral transform of some
function (distribution) is obtained, knowing the asymptotic behavior of that function
(distribution) see, for example [6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 20]).

2. Preliminaries

In this section we give the basic notations and definition of spaces in which we work,
and also the basic facts from the quasiasymptotic theory.

2.1. Notations and spaces. The operators of modulation, translation and dilatation
for the measurable function f on R are given byMafp�q � eia �fp�q, Tbfp�q � fp��bq and
D 1

c
fp�q � |c|fpc �q, a, b P R, c P Rzt0u, respectively. The notation xf, φy means dual

pairing between a distribution f and a test function φ, such that xf, gy � pf, gqL2pRq if
f, g P L2pRq. All dual spaces in the paper are equipped with the strong dual topology,
[18].

Through the paper, SpRq stands for the well known Schwartz space of rapidly de-
creasing smooth functions, i.e., of functions φ P C8pRq for which all the norms

(2.1) ρk,npφq � sup
xPR

p1� |x|2qk{2|φpnqpxq|, k, n P N0

are finite. The dual space of the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing smooth functions
is the space of tempered distributions S 1pRq, [16]. The Stockwell transform is defined
on the space of highly time-frequency localized test functions over the real line, S0pRq,
and its dual space S 1

0pRq, the space of Lizorkin distributions, [15]. We say that one
element from SpRq is in S0pRq if all its moments are equal to 0, namely φ P S0pRq if
φ P SpRq and ³R xmφpxqdx � 0 for all m P N0, [5].
In the present paper Y stands for R � pRzt0uq, and SpYq is the space of highly

localized test functions over Y as the space of smooth functions Φ on Y for which

(2.2) ρl,ms,r pΦq � sup
pb,aqPY

�
|a|s � 1

|a|s


p1� b2qr{2

���� BlBal B
m

BbmΦpb, aq
����   8

for all l,m, s, r P N0, [5]. The topology of this space is defined by means of the
seminorms (2.2). The dual space of SpYq is the space S 1pYq which contains the range
of the Stockwell transform [15].

2.2. Quasiasymptotics of distributions. The quasiasymptotics of distribution is
defined with respect to a slowly varying function. So, a function L is called slowly
varying at the origin (resp. at infinity) if it is a measurable real-valued function,
defined and positive on the interval p0, As (resp. rA,8q), A ¡ 0 and

lim
εÑ0�

Lpaεq
Lpεq � 1

�
resp. lim

λÑ8

Lpaλq
Lpλq � 1



for each a ¡ 0.

More about slowly varying functions one can find in [11].
Let L be a slowly varying function at the origin (resp. at infinity). We say that the

distribution f P S 1
0pRq has quasiasymptotic behavior of degree α P R at the origin (resp.
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at infinity) with respect to L if there exists h P S 1
0pRq such that for each φ P S0pRq

hold

(2.3) lim
εÑ0�

B
fpεxq
εαLpεq , φpxq

F
� xhpxq, φpxqy

�
resp. lim

λÑ8

	
.

Through the paper, we use the following notation for the quasiasymptotic behavior at
the origin (resp. at infinity)

fpεxq � εαLpεqhpxq as εÑ 0� presp.λÑ 8q in S 1
0pRq,

which should always be interpreted in the week topology of S 1
0pRq. The distribution

h does not have an arbitrary form, it must be homogeneous with the degree of homo-
geneity α, [4, 11, 19]. A distribution h is homogeneous with the degree of homogeneity
α if it holds hpaxq � aαhpxq, for each a ¡ 0, .

In Theorem 2.1 useful properties for the quasiasymptotic behavior of distribution at
origin (resp. at infinity) are given, that are important for our results in Section 4.

Theorem 2.1. [11, Proposition 2.8] Let f P S 1
0pRq and let

fpεxq � εαLpεqhpxq as εÑ 0� presp. λÑ 8q in S 1
0pRq,

then

(i) xmfpεxq � εα�mLpεqxmhpxq as εÑ 0� presp. λÑ 8q in S 1
0pRq,m P N;

(ii) f pmqpεxq � εα�mLpεqhpmqpxq as εÑ 0� presp. λÑ 8q in S 1
0pRq,m P N.

3. Stockwell transform

Let f P L2pRq. The well known Fourier transform

pfpωq � 1

2π

»
R
e�ixωfpxqdx, ω P R,

gives information of the signal f just in a frequency domain, but not in time. So, Gabor
in 1946 proposed a new transform which is a modification of the Fourier transform. The
so called Gabor transform or short-time Fourier transform (STFT) gives information
for the signal at time just in a small section, and is defined as

Vgfpb, aq � 1

2π

»
R
fpxqgpx� bqe�iaxdx, a.b P R.

for f P L2pRq and g P L1pRq X L2pRq. Because the window g is fixed, the STFT
has some disadvantages, such as disability to detect and analyze low frequencies and
incorrect time resolution of high-frequency events. The introduction of the wavelet
transform overcomes these disadvantages.

The wavelet transform of f P L2pRq and a wavelet g P L2pRq (a function for which

hold
³�8
�8

|pgpωq|2

|ω|
dω   8), is defined as

Wgfpb, aq �
»
R
fpxq|a|�1{2g

�
x� b

a



dx, b P R, a P Rzt0u.
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The wavelet transform produces time-scale plots that are very complicated, and one
of its disadvantages is that it does not retain the absolute phase information. In [3, 7]
one can find a detailed theory for the wavelet transform.

So, the integral transform introduced and named by Stockwell [17] is a hybrid be-
tween the STFT and wavelet transform. The Stockwell transform is considered as a
frequency dependent STFT or a phase corrected wavelet transform, because it over-
comes the disadvantages of these two transforms. Let g P L1pRq X L2pRq be such that³
R gpxqdx � 1. The Stockwell transform, of a signal f P L2pRq with respect to the
window g is defined by

(3.1) Sgfpb, aq � |a|?
2π

»
R
e�ixafpxqgpapx� bqqdx � 1?

2π
pf,MaTbD 1

a
gqL2pRq.

for all b P R and a P Rzt0u. The first definition of the Stockwell transform is given

for the window gpxq � 1?
p2πq

e�
x2

2 , [17]. The idea of authors of [15] was to define the

Stockwell transform for a larger class of functions, i.e. distributions. So, first they
prove a useful relation between Stockwell and Fourier transform

Sgfpb, aq � |a|?
2π

»
R
eibpω�aq pfpωqpgpω � a

a
qdω

for g P L1pRq X L2pRq and f P L2pRq, [15, Lemma 2.1.]. Then, if g P SpRq is a non-
trivial window and ψ P SpRq is a reconstruction window for it, and if f P L1pRq is a
function such that f̂ P L1pRq, the following reconstruction formula [15, Prop. 3.1],

(3.2) fpxq � 1?
2πCg,ψ

»
R

»
R
Sgfpb, aqMaTbD 1

a
ψpxqdbda|a| ,

holds pointwisely, where Cg,ψ :� ³
R
pψpω � 1qpgpω � 1q dω

|ω|
  8. The inversion formula

(3.2) allows one to define an operator that maps functions on Y to functions on R.
This operator named the Stockwell synthesis operator is defined as

(3.3) S�
gF pxq �

1?
2π

»
R

»
R
F pb, aqMaTbD 1

a
gpxqdbda|a| ,

for g P SpRq, [15]. Let us note that the integral (3.3) is absolutely convergent, if F P
SpYq, and that the inversion formula (3.2) can also be rewritten as pS�

ψ �Sgqf � Cg,ψf.
In order to be defined the Stockwell transform and the Stockwell synthesis operator
to a distribution spaces, first it is proven that the mappings Sg : S0pRq Ñ SpYq and
S�
g : SpYq Ñ S0pRq are continuous, for g P S0pRq, [15, Thrm. 4.1 and 4.2]. Then,

for g P S0pRq, the definition of the Stockwell transform of f with respect to g via the
transposed mapping   Sgf,Φ ¡:�  f, S�

gΦ ¡,Φ P SpYq, and its direct definition

(3.4) Sgfpb, aq � 1?
2π
xf,MaTbD 1

a
gy,

are equivalent, while the Stockwell synthesis operator S�
g : S 1pYq Ñ S 1

0pRq with respect
to g is defined as   S�

gF, φ ¡:�  F, Sgφ ¡, F P S 1pYq, φ P S0pRq, [15, Sec. 5]. The
mappings Sg : S 1

0pRq Ñ S 1pYq and S�
g : S 1pYq Ñ S 1

0pRq are also continuous, and the
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reconstruction formula (3.2) is generalized to the Lizorkin distributions for g, ψ P S0pRq,
[15, Prop. 5.1 and Thrm.5.1], respectively. In the same paper [15], the authors provide
some generalized asymptotic analysis for the Stockwell transform. They prove several
Abelian and Tauberian type results characterizing the quasiasimptotic behavior of
Lizorkin distributions in terms of their Stockwell transform, using that for g P S0pRq
and K � Y compact, the set

tMaTbD 1
a
g : pb, aq P Ku

is bounded in SpRq, [15, Lemma 6.1].

4. Abelian type results

In this section we provide several Abelian type results relating the quasiasymptotic
behavior of Lizorkin distributions to the asymptotics of their Stockwell transform, using
the quasiasymptotic behavior of the polynomial multiplication of Lizorkin distributions
and quasiasymptotic behavior of the m�th derivative of Lizorkin distributions.

Proposition 4.1. Let L be a slowly varying function at the origin, α P R and f P
S 1
0pRq. Suppose that fpεxq � εαLpεqhpxq as ε Ñ 0� in S 1

0pRq. Then for its Stockwell
transform with respect to a window g P S0pRqzt0u we have

(4.1) Sgx
mfpεb, a

ε
q � εα�2mLpεqSgxmhpb, aq as εÑ 0�, m P N

uniformly on compact subsets of Y.

Proof. By definition of the Stockwell transform (3.4), substitution εt � x, the quasi-
asymptotic behavior of f near the origin and Theorem 2.1 (i) we obtain

lim
εÑ0�

Sgx
mfpεb, a

ε
q

εα�2mLpεq � lim
εÑ0�

p2πq� 1
2

εα�2mLpεqxx
mfpxq,Ma

ε
TεbD 1

a
ε

gpxqy

� lim
εÑ0�

p2πq� 1
2

εα�mLpεqx
�x
ε

	m
fpxq, e�ixa

ε
|a|
ε
gpa
ε
px� εbqqy

� lim
εÑ0�

p2πq� 1
2

εα�mLpεqxt
mfpεtq, e�ita|a|gpapt� bqqy

� lim
εÑ0�

p2πq� 1
2 x t

mfpεtq
εα�mLpεq ,MaTbD 1

a
gptqy

� p2πq� 1
2 xtmhptq,MaTbD 1

a
gptqy � Sgt

mhpb, aq.
By boundedness of the set (3) and the fact that the weak and the strong topology on
S 1
0pRq are equivalent, we obtain the uniform convergence on compact subsets of Y. □

In Proposition 4.2 the asymptotic result relating the quasiasymptotic behavior of
Lizorkin distributions at infinity to their Stockwell transform is given. The proof goes
on in a similar way as the proof of the Proposition 4.1 .
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Proposition 4.2. Let L be a slowly varying function at infinity, α P R and f P S 1
0pRq.

Suppose that fpλxq � λαLpλqhpxq as λÑ 8 in S 1
0pRq. Then for its Stockwell transform

with respect to a window g P S0pRqzt0u we have

(4.2) Sgx
mfpλb, a

λ
q � λα�2mLpλqSgxmhpb, aq as λÑ 8, m P N

uniformly on compact subsets of Y.

In Proposition 4.3 and 4.4 an other asymptotic result for the Stockwell transform
is given with respect to both variables and one variable, using the quasiasymptotic
behavior at origin and infinity of Lizorkin distributions, respectively.

Proposition 4.3. Let L be a slowly varying function at the origin, α P R and f P
S 1
0pRq. Suppose that fpεxq � εαLpεqhpxq as ε Ñ 0� in S 1

0pRq. Then for its Stockwell
transform with respect to a window g P S0pRqzt0u we have

(4.3) Sgx
mfpε2b, a

ε
q � εα�2mLpεqSgxmhp0, aq as εÑ 0�, m P N

uniformly on compact subsets of Y.

Proof. Let pb, aq P Y be fixed, m P N then by the substitution x � εt we have

lim
εÑ0�

Sgx
mfpε2b, a

ε
q

εα�2mLpεq � lim
εÑ0�

p2πq� 1
2

εα�2mLpεqxx
mfpxq,Ma

ε
Tε2bD 1

a
ε

gpxqy

� lim
εÑ0�

p2πq� 1
2

εα�mLpεqx
�x
ε

	m
fpxq, e�ixa

ε
|a|
ε
gpa
ε
px� ε2bqqy

� lim
εÑ0�

p2πq� 1
2

εα�mLpεqxt
mfpεtq, e�ita|a|gpapt� εbqqy

� lim
pε1,ε2qÑp0�,0�q

1?
2πεα�m1 Lpε1q

xtmfpε1tq,MaTε2bD 1
a
gptqy

if this last limit exist. Since the weak and the strong topology on S 1
0pRq are equivalent,

the boundedness of the set (3), the quasiasymptotic behavior of f near the origin and
Theorem 2.1 (i) imply that

lim
ε1Ñ0�

1?
2πεα�m1 Lpε1q

xtmfpε1tq,MaTε2bD 1
a
gptqy � 1?

2π
xtmhptq,MaTε2bD 1

a
gptqy,

uniformly for ε2 P r0, 1s. Furthermore, for each 0   ε1 ¤ 1, we have

lim
ε2Ñ0�

1?
2πεα�m1 Lpε1q

xtmfpε1tq,MaTε2bD 1
a
gptqy � 1?

2πεα1Lpε1q
xtmfpε1tq,MaD 1

a
gptqy,

because MaTε2bD 1
a
gptq ÑMaD 1

a
gptq as ε2 Ñ 0� in S0pRq. Hence

lim
pε1,ε2qÑp0�,0�q

1?
2πεα�m1 Lpε1q

xtmfpε1tq,MaTε2bD 1
a
gptqy

� lim
ε1Ñ0�

lim
ε2Ñ0�

1?
2πεα�m1 Lpε1q

xtmfpε1tq,MaTε2bD 1
a
gptqy

� lim
ε1Ñ0�

1?
2πεα�m1 Lpε1q

xtmfpε1tq,MaD 1
a
gptqy
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� 1?
2π
xtmhptq,MaT0D 1

a
gptqy � Sgt

mhp0, aq.
□

Proposition 4.4. Let L be a slowly varying function at infinity, α P R and f P S 1
0pRq.

Suppose that fpλxq � λαLpλqhpxq as λÑ 8 in S 1
0pRq. Then for its Stockwell transform

with respect to a window g P S0pRqzt0u we have

Sgx
mfpb, a

λ
q � λα�2mLpλqSgxmhp0, aq as λÑ 8, m P N

uniformly on compact subsets of Y.
Proof. Let pb, aq P Y be fixed, using the substitution x � λt and similar techniques as
in the proof of Proposition 4.3 we obtain

lim
λÑ8

Sgx
mfpb, a

λ
q

λα�2mLpλq � lim
λÑ8

p2πq� 1
2

λα�2mLpλqxx
mfpxq,M a

λ
TbD 1

a
λ

gpxqy

� lim
λÑ8

1?
2πλα�mLpλqxt

mfpλtq,MaT b
λ
D 1

a
gptqy

� 1?
2π
xtmhptq,MaT0D 1

a
gptqy � Sgt

mhp0, aq.
□

Let fεpxq � fpεxq, and let us denote rfεpxqspmq � f
pmq
ε such that rfεpxqspmq �

rfpεxqspmq � εmf pmqpεxq. The same notation is used when εØ λ.

Proposition 4.5. Let L be a slowly varying function at the origin, α P R and f P
S 1
0pRq. Suppose that fpεxq � εαLpεqhpxq as ε Ñ 0� in S 1

0pRq. Then for its Stockwell
transform with respect to a window g P S0pRqzt0u we have

(4.4) Sgf
pmqpεb, a

ε
q � εα�mLpεqSghpmqpb, aq as εÑ 0�, m P N

uniformly on compact subsets of Y.
Proof. First we prove the relation
(4.5) Sgf

pmq
ε pb, aq � εmSgf

pmqpεb, a
ε
q.

Indeed, using the definition of the Stockwell transform and the substitution εx � t we
have

Sgf
pmq
ε pb, aq � p2πq� 1

2 xεmf pmqpεxq, e�ixa|a|gpapx� bqqy
� p2πq� 1

2 xεmf pmqptq, e�itaε |a|
ε
gpa
ε
pt� εbqqy

� p2πq� 1
2 xεmf pmqptq,Ma

ε
TεbD 1

a
ε

gptqy � εmSgf
pmqpεb, a

ε
q.

Now, by relation (4.5), the quasiasymptotics of f near the origin and Theorem 2.1 (ii)
we obtain

lim
εÑ0�

Sgf
pmqpεb, a

ε
q

εα�mLpεq � lim
εÑ0�

Sgf
m
ε pb, aq

εαLpεq � lim
εÑ0�

p2πq� 1
2 x f

pmqpεtq
εα�mLpεq ,MaTbD 1

a
gptqy
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� p2πq� 1
2 xhpmqptq,MaTbD 1

a
gptqy � Sgh

pmqpb, aq.
The uniform convergence on compact subsets of Y follows from the boundedness of

the set (3) and the fact that the weak and the strong topology on S 1
0pRq are equivalent.

□

In Proposition 4.6 the Abelian type result is given for the asymptotic behavior of
the Stockwell transform with respect to the quasiasymptotic behavior of Lizorkin dis-
tributions at infinity.

Proposition 4.6. Let L be a slowly varying function at infinity, α P R and f P S 1
0pRq.

Suppose that fpλxq � λαLpλqhpxq as λÑ 8 in S 1
0pRq. Then for its Stockwell transform

with respect to a window g P S0pRqzt0u we have

(4.6) Sgf
pmqpλb, a

λ
q � λα�mLpλqSghpmqpb, aq as λÑ 8, m P N

uniformly on compact subsets of Y.

In Proposition 4.7 and 4.8 the asymptotic result for the Stockwell transform with
respect to the one variable and both variables is given, using the quasiasymptotic
behavior of Lizorkin distributions at infinity and origin, respectively.

Proposition 4.7. Let L be a slowly varying function at infinity, α P R and f P S 1
0pRq.

Suppose that fpλxq � λαLpλqhpxq as λÑ 8 in S 1
0pRq. Then for its Stockwell transform

with respect to a window g P S0pRqzt0u we have

Sgf
pmqpb, a

λ
q � λα�mLpλqSghpmqp0, aq as λÑ 8, m P N

uniformly on compact subsets of Y.

Proof. Let us first prove the relation

(4.7) Sgf
pmq
λ

�
b

λ
, a



� λmSgf

pmqpb, a
λ
q.

Indeed, using the substitution λx � t we have

Sgf
pmq
λ p b

λ
, aq � p2πq� 1

2 xλmf pmqpλxq, e�ixa|a|gpapx� b

λ
qqy

� p2πq� 1
2 xλmf pmqptq, e�it aλ |a|

λ
gpa
λ
pt� bqqy

� p2πq� 1
2 xλmf pmqptq,M a

λ
TbD 1

a
λ

gptqy � λmSgf
pmqpb, a

λ
q.

Let pb, aq P Y be fixed, then by (4.7) we have

lim
λÑ8

Sgf
pmqpb, a

λ
q

λα�mLpλq � lim
λÑ8

1?
2πλαLpλqxλ

mf pmqpλtq,MaT b
λ
D 1

a
gptqy

� lim
pλ1,λ2qÑp8,8q

1?
2πλα�m1 Lpλ1q

xf pmqpλ1tq,MaT b
λ2

D 1
a
gptqy
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if this last limit exist. Since the weak and the strong topology on S 1
0pRq are equivalent,

the boundedness of the set (3), the quasiasymptotic behavior of f near the infinity and
Theorem 2.1 (ii) imply that

lim
λ1Ñ8

1?
2πλα�m1 Lpλ1q

xf pmqpλ1tq,MaT b
λ2

D 1
a
gptqy � 1?

2π
xhpmqptq,MaT b

λ2

D 1
a
gptqy,

uniformly for λ2 ¡ 1. Furthermore, for each λ1 ¡ 1, we have

lim
λ2Ñ8

1?
2πλα�m1 Lpε1q

xf pmqpλ1tq,MaT b
λ2

D 1
a
gptqy � 1?

2πλα�m1 Lpλ1q
xf pmqpλ1tq,MaD 1

a
gptqy,

because MaT b
λ2

D 1
a
gptq ÑMaD 1

a
gptq as λ2 Ñ 8 in S0pRq. Hence

lim
λÑ8

Sgf
pmqpb, a

λ
q

λα�mLpλq � lim
pλ1,λ2qÑp8,8q

1?
2πλα�m1 Lpλ1q

xf pmqpλ1tq,MaT b
λ2

D 1
a
gptqy

� lim
λ1Ñ8

lim
λ2Ñ8

1?
2πλα�m1 Lpλ1q

xf pmqpλ1tq,MaT b
λ2

D 1
a
gptqy

� lim
λ1Ñ8

1?
2πλα�m1 Lpλ1q

xf pmqpλ1tq,MaD 1
a
gptqy

� 1?
2π
xhpmqptq,MaT0D 1

a
gptqy � Sgh

pmqp0, aq.

□

From (4.5) we directly obtain the following relation

(4.8) Sgf
pmq
ε pεb, aq � εmSgf

pmqpε2b, a
ε
q.

Proposition 4.8. Let L be a slowly varying function at the origin, α P R and f P
S 1
0pRq. Suppose that fpεxq � εαLpεqhpxq as ε Ñ 0� in S 1

0pRq. Then for its Stockwell
transform with respect to a window g P S0pRqzt0u we have

(4.9) Sgf
pmqpε2b, a

ε
q � εα�mLpεqSghpmqp0, aq as εÑ 0�, m P N

uniformly on compact subsets of Y.

Proof. Let pb, aq P Y be fixed, m P N then by (4.8), the boundedness of the set (3),
Theorem 2.1 (ii), and the fact that the weak and the strong topology on S 1

0pRq are
equivalent, we have

lim
εÑ0�

Sgf
pmqpε2b, a

ε
q

εα�mLpεq � lim
εÑ0�

1?
2πεα�mLpεqxf

pmqpεtq,MaTεbD 1
a
gptqy

� 1?
2π
xhpmqptq,MaT0D 1

a
gptqy � Sgh

pmqp0, aq.

□
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